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BodyProduct Name

Materials

Finishes | Code

120V ~ 50/60Hz

v1.1

lbs

kg

lbs

kg

Glamour’s randomly interspersed rings imbue this 
design with a seductiveness rarely applied to geometric 
shapes. Whether finished in gold, nickel or white, the 
diffused light emanating behind Glamour’s rings bathes 
the surrounding area in a soft, sensuous glow. Available 
as a wall sconce, table lamp or pendant, glamour can 
provide subtle accents or act as the focal point of a 
room. Design Dodo Arslan.

terzani.com

Glamour, modern seduction.
design Dodo Arslan

white
0N16S E8 C8 

nickel
0N16S E7 C8 

gold plated
0N16S H8 C8

Ø17.7”-45cm

7.1”
18cm

74.8”
190cm

0.8”-2cm

4.7”-12cm

Recommended Light  

 LED 
 3 x 4W E12

min
 27.6”
70cm

ad
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all systems

dimmable with

Glamour
chandelier

metal

12.1

5,5

22 23.6” x 23.6” x 23.6”

10 60 x 60 x 60 cm
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120V ~ 50/60Hz

v1.1

lbs

kg

lbs

kg

Glamour’s randomly interspersed rings imbue this 
design with a seductiveness rarely applied to geometric 
shapes. Whether finished in gold, nickel or white, the 
diffused light emanating behind Glamour’s rings bathes 
the surrounding area in a soft, sensuous glow. Available 
as a wall sconce, table lamp or pendant, glamour can 
provide subtle accents or act as the focal point of a 
room. Design Dodo Arslan.

terzani.com

Glamour, modern seduction.
design Dodo Arslan

white
0N18A E8 C8 

nickel
0N18A E7 C8 

gold plated
0N18A H8 C8

15.7”-40cm

  7.1”
18cm

 6
.3

”

16
cm

 HALOGEN
 70W R7s

Recommended Light  

all systems

dimmable with

3.3

1,5

6.6 19.7” x 11.8” x 11.8”

3 50 x 30 x 30 cm

Glamour
wall sconce

metal
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kg

Glamour’s randomly interspersed rings imbue this 
design with a seductiveness rarely applied to geometric 
shapes. Whether finished in gold, nickel or white, the 
diffused light emanating behind Glamour’s rings bathes 
the surrounding area in a soft, sensuous glow. Available 
as a wall sconce, table lamp or pendant, glamour can 
provide subtle accents or act as the focal point of a 
room. Design Dodo Arslan.

terzani.com

Glamour, modern seduction.
design Dodo Arslan

white
0N17L E8 C8 

nickel
0N17L E7 C8 

gold plated
0N17L H8 C8

7.1”
18cm

  3.9”
10cm

Ø17.7”-45cm

   1”-2,5cm

Ø8.7”-22cm

Recommended Light  

 LED 
 3 x 4W E12

all systems

dimmable with

9.9

4,5

18.7 23.6” x 23.6” x 23.6”

8,5 60 x 60 x 60 cm

Glamour
ceiling light

metal


